Alzheimer's disease is a neurodegenerative disorder characterized by an insidious onset, a gradual decline in cognitive functions, a constant but frequent occurrence of non-cognitive disturbances (psychological and behavioral disorders) and inexorably leading to a loss of functional autonomy. Alzheimer's dementia corresponds to the stage of the illness during which the clinical symptoms (affecting memory and other areas) are sufficient to alter the activities of everyday life. Typical Alzheimer's disease (common form) is characterized by the installation of an early and significant progressive deficit of the episodic memory that will always remain dominant. Behavioral and psychological symptoms of dementia represent common clinical features of dementias, contributing to the heterogeneous phenotypic expression of Alzheimer's disease. Recently proposed diagnostic criteria, in addition to the clinical neuropsychological examination aimed at identifying the typical AD symptoms, include staging criteria based on AD biological measures related to its pathology. Despite the obvious benefits of these new criteria, an accurate diagnosis of Alzheimer's disease is not always easily reached because, particularly in its earliest stages, the symptoms of the disease are very variable. Biological measures, or biomarkers, of the disease should first facilitate an early and accurate diagnosis, have a prognostic and predictive value, and have the capacity to monitor therapeutic efficacy. Amyloid imaging and CSF tau/β ratio may be useful in the differential diagnosis with other neurodegenerative dementias, especially, in early onset cases the evolution during which it will associate with other cognitive disorders.
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trivializes his errors. However, in the early stage of the disease, the patient may have a certain awareness of his amnesia and describe with lucidity and precision his oversights, which can be a source of great anxiety [6]. The consequences of forgetfulness on everyday life are early, even if the patient can adapt using routines of functioning and habits. Forgetting may include making appointments or recent information, loss of conversation, a tendency to repeat the same questions, loss of objects. Obligations mainly affect recent events, such as telephone interviews, purchases at the store, a recent encounter. The old memories are on the contrary long preserved, which can sometimes wrongly reassure the entourage.

The memory deficit affects the episodic memory, which corresponds to the memory of events and events and involves explicit (voluntary and conscious) processes of recollection of memory. This memory deficit can be explored by specific neuropsychological tests that make it possible to objectify the decline in performance and direct the etiological diagnosis. Indeed, the profile of the memory deficit corresponds to what is called a “hippocampal profile”. An accurate analysis of memory dysfunction allows us to distinguish between Alzheimer’s disease, physiological aging, depression of the elderly, subcortical dementias [7]. When the disease evolves, the semantic memory (general knowledge) and autobiographical memory will be reached.

The Deficit of other Cognitive Functions is Gradual

Anosognosia is early and corresponds to ignorance by the subject of his disease with an inability to perceive his amnesia. Anosognosia is very disabling because it can impede good adherence and patient adherence to medical follow-up. Finally, it is often a source of patient irritability, or conflict with the environment, when it comes to bringing home help that the patient feels is an unwarranted intrusion into his private life [8].

Disorders of temporo-spatial orientation are early [9]. The patient may be early in the illness still able to go out into his familiar neighborhood, using over-learned paths but is no longer able to navigate to an unusual and new location. Gradually, he will not be able to leave without being accompanied.

The language disorders settle in a second time. This is initially a lack of word (aphasia anomaly). Sometimes the patient makes some semantic paraphasia (ex: dog for cat), or more rarely phonemic paraphasia (mark book instead of bookmark). Understanding is long preserved, as well as repetition. The writing will be reached gradually, with an unusual dysorthography, then with anagrammatism and disorders of graphics [10]. Reading is kept longer. Sometimes the patient reduces his readings early but more because of his memory problems than because of an alexia. He can also re-read the same book in a loop.

In the later stages of the disease, language disorders are important, both in oral and written production and in comprehension skills. The conversation is no longer informative, even if the patient can be sensitive to the overall context of speech and use verbal stereotypes that may be illusory. At the terminal stage, aphasia is global. In rare cases, language disorders can inaugurate Alzheimer’s disease. Note that the difficulties of access to proper names are very frequent during aging and are not necessarily pathological.

Apraxia often appears in conjunction with language disorders [11]. It must be sought after neurological examination because it is only apparent in the gestures of everyday life in the already evolved stages of the disease, since ideomotor apraxia (use of an object) is only late. In the beginning, it is a reflexive ideomotor limb apraxia, which one will seek by the imitation of gestures. Two-handed gestures are affected earlier than single-handed gestures. Mimicry gestures (mimicking a comb with a comb, brushing your teeth, playing the violin) are poorly done, with the use of the hand for the object (such as the index for the tooth brush) [12]. Symbolic gestures are approximate. Constructive apraxia is sought by asking to draw a cube, or by copies of drawings. The apraxia of the dressing is constant during the evolution of the disease. It manifests itself in an inability to dress alone or more discreetly to button his clothes. Sometimes the patient needs help in choosing his clothes as he tends to put on the same daily. This is not an apraxia of dressing properly so called [13].

Visual agnosia is late. It is characterized first by a disorder of the recognition of the images, and then the recognition of the objects is reached. Face recognition disorders are constant in the severe stages of the disease, even affecting the patient’s own face in a mirror [14]. The disturbances of judgment and reasoning are gradually established. The capacities of conceptualization and abstraction are also achieved.

Psychological and Behavioral Disorders Accompanying the Progression of Cognitive Deficit

In general, psychological and behavioral disorders are rare at the onset of the disease and then frequent in the severe stages of the disease [15]. These may include mood changes. The patient shows a lack of interest in his previous activities, he experiences a sense of uselessness, guilt, loss of self-esteem, which can manifest itself in irritability and “mood swings”. These signs may be a reflection of depression associated with dementia, especially if neurovegetative disorders, such as loss of appetite, sleep disturbance, are present [16]. However, some symptoms such as apathy and inertia are clinical features specific to AD. Impulsivity is also possible. A social withdrawal is constantly observed, the patient gradually stopping his activities and his spouse remaining more and more with him. Finally, the patient no longer pays attention to clothing, toilet, social appearance can be observed in the severe stages of the disease.

Delirious episodes and visual hallucinations can be observed in the severe stages of the disease. The delirium often contains themes of persecution and ideas of prejudice. The patient feels that visitors are robbing him, that his spouse is deceiving him, that
The Loss of Functional Autonomy is Constant

Intellectual deficit leads to dependence on the actions of everyday life. Activities involving cognitive processes are affected the earliest and are evaluated by the instrumental activity scales in everyday life: the ability to use the telephone, the ability to use public transit or one’s own car, capacity to manage its budget and autonomy in taking medicines. Then the addiction touches the elementary gestures of daily life (dressing, toilet, meal) [18].

There is not a Single Biological Marker of Alzheimer’s Disease

The biological assessment is essential for the etiological investigation. It is based on the minimal realization of: NFS, platelets, blood ionogram, serum calcium, protidemia, TSH, and depending on the context of B12 and folate assay, liver function. Venereal disease research laboratory (VDRL), treponema pallidium haemagglutination (TPHA) and inno-LIA tests confirmed the presence of neurosyphilis, in the absence of a biological marker of the disease; the aim is to look for comorbidities, or rare causes of dementia.

If a recent study indicates that the combined dosage of amyloid 1-42 and tau in the cerebrospinal fluid significantly increases the ability to discriminate against Alzheimer’s disease [19], these techniques require a lumbar puncture.

Cerebral Imaging is Essential

At least one cerebral scan without injection of contrast medium is carried out, showing an increase in the size of the ventricles and cortical furrows, a reflection of cortical atrophy. There is no parenchymal abnormality. Periventricular, aspecific hypodensities are also referred to as leuкоaraiosis, especially in elderly subjects with a vascular risk factor. Above all, one can visualize a medial temporal atrophy with in particular a predominant dilation of the temporal ventricular horns. Cerebral scan also eliminates intracerebral lesions (expansive process, sequelae of strokes, hydrocephalus under normal pressure) [20].

Cerebral MRI provides much more accurate morphological anatomical data than computerized tomography (CT) scan and may reveal white matter abnormalities not detectable by CT. It allows locating more precisely atrophy than the scanner allows.

At the early stage of AD, atrophy predominates in the internal temporal region, particularly in the hippocampal formations, in a relatively symmetrical manner. At the later stage, atrophy is more diffuse, predominant on the tempo-parietal and then frontal regions [21].

Patients with Alzheimer’s disease are also distinguished from normal elderly subjects in cerebral scintigraphy by hypoperfusion in the hippocampo-tonsillar region [22], and then the cerebral hypodébit appears in the posterior parieto-temporal cortical regions bilateral.

Thus, Alzheimer’s disease is a progressive amnestic dementia. The diagnosis remains a clinical diagnosis. The analysis of the cognitive deficit, and more specifically of the memory deficit, by a specialized neuropsychological assessment is one of the keys to the etiological investigation.

In summary, what are the diagnostic criteria for Alzheimer type dementia [1]-

Prodromal Alzheimer’s disease [5]: includes: Clinical symptoms:

A. Including an episodic memory of the hippocampal type found in the context of an RL/RI type memory test (the indication does not significantly improve the recall).

B. Which are not sufficient to alter the activities of daily life.

The presence of biomarkers [23]:

A. LCR: peptide β amyloid, Tau, Phospho-Tau.

B. Imaging: hippocampal atrophy in MRI, hypometabolism in FDG-PET, senile plaques in PIB-PET.

Dementia Alzheimer’s disease is the phase of the disease in which the clinical symptoms (affecting memory and other areas) are sufficient to alter the activities of daily life [24].

Typical Alzheimer’s disease (common form) is characterized by installing an early and significant progressive deficit of the episodic memory that will always remain dominant in the evolution during which it will associate with other cognitive disorders (dysexectives, apraxic, aphasic or visual agnosics), and psychiatric, by the presence of biomarkers [25].

Atypical Alzheimer’s disease is characterized by other well-characterized clinical phenotypes: nonfluent primary progressive aphasia, logopenic aphasia, frontal variant and posterior cortical atrophy [26] by the presence of biomarkers in the CSF or by imaging (senile plaques in PIB-PET).

Mixed Alzheimer’s disease is characterized by the presence of all the diagnostic criteria of typical Alzheimer’s disease, and by the presence of clinical signs and biomarkers showing a comorbidty (vascular; LBD) [27].
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